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We have travelled through a long journey - called life - with inspiration and happiness, and left wonderful traces 
behind. Our company has a history of forty seven years and we have performed as a group of companies for 
twenty years.  Now as I look back at the remarkable result of my colleagues’ joint effort, my heart is !lled with 
delight and pride.

Two good fellows, we have started this company from scratch, without any capital at all. Our agency was our sole 
wealth then. Still, we have managed to gain the trust and respect of the companies and of our partners and we 
have realized that a good reputation would open more gates than what capital and bank credits could ever do.

We established our philosophy back in those early days and hold onto it throughout. We have never aspired to be 
the ‘’biggest’’ or the “fastest growing” company among our peers, but we always aimed to be a pioneer for profes-
sionalism and reliability.

Today I can con!dently say that we have reached our major aim.

We have relied on our professional management skills to improve our operations. Partnership and management 
functions have been clearly de!ned and separated. We appreciate our colleagues’ merits, reliable work habits and 
strong ethics. Those principles pave the way of continuous and healthy development for our company.

I trust that together with my partners and my colleagues, we will carry the Dorak’s name to further heights. We will 
continue to set the quality standards in the market with our dedication and special efforts towards achieving 
maximum ef!ciency.

Ahmet Serdar Körükcü
Dorak Holding Chairman of the Board



Travel Management Specialist
Since its establishment in 1971, Dorak Tour has been considered among the 
most successful travel management companies in Turkey in terms of professional-
ism, quality of service, ef!ciency and absolute reliability.

Providing all kinds of interests and activities including cultural and special-interest 
tours, tailor-made excursions, round- trips, pilgrimage tours, gol!ng holidays, 
wellness, SPA & thalasso therapy, cruising, rafting and MICE business combined 
with domestic and international "ight tickets.

Succeed in markets 
worldwide, Dorak handles 
hundreds of thousands of 

travellers every year, 
representing thousands of 

room nights for hotel partners.
Dorak’s business has grown through the unrivalled reputation that it has gained 
as a reliable long-term partner. Fully committed to its partners, Dorak aims to 
maintain strong relationships at all times with clients, hotels and service suppliers.

Dorak’s unrivalled buying power enables to develop new markets, in"uence and 
inform the industry by creating better products, through open doors and opportu-
nities.

Since 1971, Dorak has operated and developed systems that make the 
provision of travel programs easier for Dorak’s partners. The data Dorak works 
with and the systems provided are among the most effective ones in the industry.

Dorak is committed to seeking solutions that will help its partners, by offering 
exceptional standards of service, choice, reduced costs, speedy transactions with 
enhanced operational ef!ciency.

Passion
 for

excellence
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Group Tours
Dorak has organised the highest quality group tours for generations and over that time we 
have built a deep understanding of the key ingredients for an enjoyable tour. These include 
well-planned and well-paced itineraries, expert guidance on the ground, enough free time to 
discover the city alone, not least, the company of like-minded travellers. For those seeking a 
premium travel experience, comparing like with like, Dorak tours offer high value for money.

Tour Features
Small group sizes: To enhance the enjoyment of your tour, we would prefer to keep our groups 
small and manageable. Therefore numbers are normally restricted to a maximum of 26 
people.
Experienced tour managers: Dorak tours are accompanied from arrival at the destination by 
an experienced local English-speaking tour manager, unless it is stated differently. Dorak 
engages local tour managers since their local knowledge and contacts are signi!cant in that 
they are best equipped to ensure the smooth running of the tour.
Accommodation: All the hotel nights, as well as nights on board, trains and boats where 
applicable, are included in the tour price.
Excursions: All the sightseeing excursions described in the tour itineraries are included in 
the price. Where possible the entrance fees are also covered. All our excursions bene!t from 
experienced local drivers and guides, and in some cases it is known as tour manager.
Meals: The meals we include for each day are stated in the itinerary. Generally, our group 
tours include breakfast daily and often some other meals. Our tours are not usually all-inclusive 
but are allowing you to choose when, where and what to eat, rather than being limited to 
buffets and set menus.
Flexibility: If you would like to add on extra days at the start or end of a tour, we are more 
than delighted to organize extensions, no matter how simple they are or with exclusive 
requirements. For most tours, we have suggested some ideas in this brochure. Besides, we are 
"exible about "ights as well. However, if you would prefer to organize your own "ights and 
join a tour on a land service only, your tour consultant will be able to provide it according to 
your needs.

Tour Categories
Dorak Tours covers below four categories, based on the level of comfort you can expect from 
a tour, as described below. On certain tours, we include some departures in one category and 
some in another.
Luxury: These are our most comfortable tours and will usually feature 5-star deluxe  
accommodation throughout.
Superior: Most Dorak tours fall under this category and are based on 4- or 5-star 
accommodation where available, or the best alternative elsewhere.
Standard: Simpler in emphasis, these itineraries typically feature 4-star or good 3-star 
accommodation throughout, or the best alternative offered.
Discovery: This type of tour is best suited for travelers who love to explore unique 
experiences as it will typically include some quite basic accommodation, possibly longer and 
rougher road journeys and, in some cases, more strenuous activities, such as trekking.

Private & Tailor-made Travel
Dorak has unrivalled experience at creating superb private travel arrangements, whether you 
would like to take one of our set itineraries on a private basis or have a trip tailored for you 
from scratch. From expert planning to the delivery of reliable, seamless services on the ground, 
we take even the most complex requirements and craft them into well-structured itineraries, 
brought to life by the most experienced, knowledgeable and thoughtful representatives in each 
destination.

Exceptional experience: One of the keys to enjoying private travel in an unfamiliar 
country is peace of mind. Dorak has been organising travel to destinations worldwide longer 
than many other tour operator and the culture of attention on detail and personal service has 
been passed on to successive generations of staff.
Expert planning: The planning of your personalised holiday will be in the hands of one 
of our well-travelled, highly trained tour consultants, who are all destination experts. Your tour 
consultant will be your contact from start to !nish of the planning process, to help continuity 
and also to ensure that all your speci!c interests and requirements are taken into consider-
ation.
Reliable support on the ground: On arrival in each new destination on your journey, 
you will normally be met at the airport, station or pier by a Dorak representative who will then 
accompany you to your hotel, help you check in and con!rm the itinerary for your stay.
Private car travel: For all road journeys, you will have your own bus/ mini van with 
driver. This allows you to travel in comfort and to stop along the way if you see something of 
your interest, would like a break or take some photographs.
Private guides: Your own private English-speaking (or any language requested) local 
guide accompanies most sightseeing excursions. This means that you can ask as many 
questions as you like on any particular interests.
Discover the regions: This brochure consists of information on several countries / regions. 
You will !nd descriptions of many well-known and some less-known places which may be 
attractions for you to discover with us.

The best 
local experts 
at your side





DISCOVER    BELGIUM
Belgium isn’t just about historic sights, chocolate shops, beers and bars, 
although there’s a lot to be said for these three main things to do. Visitors 
to this little country can choose between many outdoor sports such as 
hiking and walking, guided tours via bike, bus, canal boat or private car 
to WWII sites, or indulge in trips to wineries, breweries, chocolate 
factories, castles and gardens. The canals of Bruges and a hot-air balloon 
trip are also not to be missed.

Highlights of Belgium

great shopping, culture and lively nightlife

medieval art, charming canals and old world 
ambience

quirky fashion, nightlife and another picturesque 
medieval town center

tourist favourites, and the Ardennes are within easy 
reach

churches, was once one of Europe’s most important 
cities

destination for 700 years and gave its name to all 
other natural water sources.



BrugesBrussels



Paris

DISCOVER    FRANCE
France, with its spectacular beauty, is the one of the most popular travel destinations in 
the world, attracting over 60 million tourists each year. There are many reasons why 
France attracts visitors from all around the World: a mountain rage, a city, cathedrals, 
museums, the charm of its people and the richness of its culture are the things dream 
vacations are made of.
Paris is the country’s capital city, which offers numerous attractions from the amazing 
Eiffel Tower to the Notre Dame Cathedral. Masterpieces of Pablo Picasso and Leonardo 
da Vinci are displayed in the Picasso Museum and the Louvre Museum. Paris is also 
known for their upscale restaurants serving some of the !nest food and being a global 
fashion hub. The cities of Marseille and Lyon are similarly charming, with many 
well-known French architectural masterworks. Some of the most amazing beaches are 
provided in Cannes, Nice, and St. Tropez. On the other hand, travelers can experience 
the lovely French countryside as well, with its unique culture and outstanding landscape.
In addition, France is also known for its wines and cheeses. There are more than 450 
selections of wine and 400 varieties of cheese made within the country’s boundaries. 
Your unforgettable trip to France starts here!

Highlights of France

and Versailles Palace

beaches and casinos

beauty

2,000-year old remnants

Gorge

heritage

tallest peak



French RivieraDisneyland



DISCOVER    GERMANY
Germany, where history merges with modern excitement, is one of the 
most diverse and charming countries on the continent with its culture, 
history and natural beauty. It is situated in literally and !guratively at the 
heart of Europe and the seventh most visited country in the world. Travelers 
from all over the world visit Germany to see architectural treasures and 
unique sights. Berlin, the capital city, has captivating layers of old times 
such as decorative and remarkable museums on Museum Island. There is 
also a beautiful German countryside from the sky scraping peaks of the 
Bavarian Alps to half- timbered antique towns. Germany offers a 
thoroughly engaging mix of modernity and custom. Brandenburg Gate 
and modern art galleries generate thrilling contrasts in Berlin, the capital 
city of Germany. Exploring world-class museums is as characteristically 
German as drinking a stein of beer at an old biergarten. Nowadays, most 
cities in Germany also offer a wide variety of cuısines, including Turkish, 
Greek, Italian and Balkan. Enjoy the modern and historic side of Germany 
on your visit.

Highlights of Germany

worked as a Kapellmeister

the Frauenkirche, The Cathedral and the colossal 
‘Procession of the Dukes’ mosaic

remnants of the Berlin Wall, Potsdamer Platz and 
Reichstag Building

about the traditional German Christmas Pyramids in 
Leipzig

and the Victory Arch, Town Hall and Glockenspiel 
in the Marienplatz



BerlinCologne



DISCOVER    NETHERLANDS
Vincent Van Gogh once said, “I feel there is nothing more truly artistic than 
to love people,” and nowhere does that statement ring more true than in 
his native homeland of the Netherlands. A glorious mix of age-old 
traditions, beautiful countryside, colorful, modern European communities 
and warm, loving people await you in Amsterdam, The Netherlands’ most 
visited city, where you will !nd a network of stunning canals, charismatic 
squares and wonderful architecture, with a tram network running a ring 
around the cobblestone streets of the city center.
Like many central European nations, the Netherlands is home to a huge 
amount of art, culture and history in the form of galleries, museums and 
heritage buildings. With cities such as Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Utrecht 
jam-packed with attractions and places of interest.

Highlights of Netherlands

city center

Market

and tulip !elds

Rotterdam

and Utrecht



UtrechtAmsterdam



DISCOVER
    ITALY
Unsurprisingly, Italy has the largest number of UNESCO World Heritage sites in 
the world, and has often been described as one big living museum. It’s also one 
of the globe’s most popular tourist destinations for its northern mountains, the 
central Eternal City of Rome and its fabulous southern beaches. Whatever makes 
an ideal vacation, Italy has it with delicious food and wine, warm, sunny summers 
and great nightlife as a bonus.
A lifetime wouldn’t be long enough to take in all the historic, geographic, artistic 
and cultural attractions Italy has to offer. Rome itself oozes sophistication through 
its architectural treasures from the time of its great empire, unsurpassable 
Renaissance glories and superb artworks, Venice’s Grand Canal is lined with 
palaces and Florence was the heart of the sculpture and scienti!c "owering of the 
Renaissance period. In complete contrast, Italy’s ancient hill-towns and traditional 
southern villages give a glimpse of a way of life unchanged for centuries.

Rome

Highlights of Italy

innumerable UNESCO World Heritage sites

canals and ancient palaces

masterpieces

spectacular drives

Naples area

Franciscan sites

the Sistine Chapel



VeniceFlorence



DISCOVER    PORTUGAL
Most visitors come to Portugal to relax and party at the Algarve beaches 
or admire historic monuments like Lisbon’s Castle of St George, Tower of 
Belem and Jeronimos Monastery, also home to the Maritime Museum, 
which depicts Portugal’s golden age of exploration. The E9 European 
Coastal Path begins in Narva-Jõesuu, Estonia and ends 3,100 miles later 
at Cape St Vincent, Europe’s southwestern most point. The nation’s only 
national park, Peneda-Gerês, lies in the heart of Portugal’s largely 
unexplored northwest.

Highlights of Portugal

equestrians on one of the country’s legendary 
Lusitano thoroughbreds

breath-taking beaches

famous port wine cellars

Lisbon’s long-standing fado music clubs

villages, towering mountains and ancient landmarks

Atlantic Ocean at Cabo de São Vicente, Europe’s 
southernmost point

of St George’s Torre de Ulises periscope or the 
ramparts which have guarded the tallest of Lisbon’s 
seven hills for centuries
 Try deep sea !shing along the 500 miles of 

Portugal’s extensive coastline



PortoLisbon



DISCOVER    SPAIN
Spain is a lovely diverse country located in the Southwestern Europe, 
sharing the Iberian Peninsula with Portugal at the western end of the 
Mediterranean Sea and becoming the third most popular destination in 
Europe. Tourism in the country offers a wide selection of destinations, 
landscapes and activities. Its beaches, the variety in cuisine, a rich culture 
and a party ambiance attracts millions of travelers every year. Unlike other 
Western countries, Spain will be a lot nicer to your budget. Spain’s 
best-known cities are among the most popular destinations in Europe such 
as Barcelona, Madrid, and Spain. A tour of Spain’s less visited cities 
gives visitors a unique perspective of Spain’s magni!cent past and also 
provides a wide range of unforgettable travel experiences. Madrid, the 
capital city of Spain, is home to the Spanish government and the Royal 
Palace, where the Kings of Spain usually reside. On the other hand, 
Barcelona is one of the favorite destinations for travelers, whose name 
recalls the amazing art of the architect Gaudi and the multicultural 
ambiance of its streets. The city also offers the chance of enjoying its water 
sports and beaches. After Italy and China, Spain is the country with the 
third largest number of UNESCO World Heritage Sites.

Highlights of Spain

residence of the Spanish Royal family

preserved Roman aqueduct

a sheer rock face in the mountains

masterpiece, the Sagrada Familia in Barcelona

and citadel, the Alhambra

Escorial

a masterpiece of 20th century design



MadridBarcelona



DISCOVER

Highlights of Switzerland

St Leonard, an adventure that must be experienced 
!rst-hand

Alpine views

parade in Basel

the famous Great St Bernard Pass

beautiful Chateau de Chillon

The home of the towering snowy peaks of the Alps and chocolate remain 
an extremely popular vacation spot in Europe. Switzerland offers a diverse 
range of sights and activities for visitors to enjoy, which includes exploring 
the history, nature and scenery in the summer or the beauty of the snowy 
landscapes in the winter. Made up of 26 Cantons, each area of 
Switzerland has its own culture and attractions.
Switzerland has a wonderful mix of natural and historical attractions with 
cities that offer a combination of world-class museums, historical sites and 
modern appeal. The countryside's fresh air and breathtaking views are 
surpassed only by the snow-capped peaks of the Swiss Alps, wonderful to 
explore on foot and home to many extreme outdoor activities.



Swiss Cuisine



Highlights of Greece and Greek Islands

Knossos archeological site on Crete

Apollo

villages

Mount Olympus, home of the Gods

DISCOVER
    GREECE & ISLANDS
A visit to the land of Homer, Aristotle and Sophocles is a journey to the dawn of 
classical civilization, with archaeological splendors from Athens to Crete. The 
towering monasteries of Meteora and soaring Mt. Olympus inspire awe, while 
relaxing islands like Corfu and Santorini invite simple pleasures and a taste of the 
good life on the Aegean Sea. The Greek countryside presents the perfect coda 
with idyllic landscapes of cypress groves, vineyards and olive trees, as well as 
dramatic coves with sparkling white sand and rugged mountains that plunge into 
the sea.



Aegean IslandsAthens



Highlights of Cyprus

guarding Famagusta Harbor

love affair

were actually buried there

and picturesque Old Town

traditional hillside villages

magni!cent gardens

Mosque in Famagusta

DISCOVER
    CYPRUS
Set in the northernmost corner of the sparkling Mediterranean Sea almost 
equidistant from Africa, Asia and Europe, Cyprus can claim to be the stepping 
stone between the three vast continents. During its nine thousand years of 
dramatic, violent history, the sun-drenched island has been fought for by almost 
every major civilization and empire since the dawn of time and has the ruins, 
remnants and buildings to show for it.

History and stunning natural beauty are highlights of Cyprus, with plenty to see 
and do on a break from the beach. Attractions and landmarks span several 
thousands of years, forming a timeline of the island’s natural and man-made 
heritage. Blessed with some of the oldest Orthodox churches in the Mediterranean 
region, stunning crusader castles and glorious Venetian Renaissance architecture, 
the island is a haven for history buffs, and its magni!cent, unspoiled landscapes 
are perfect for eco-tourists.

Istanbul



FamagustaNicosia



DISCOVER
    TURKEY
Turkey is often referred to as the world’s largest open air museum. For centuries, the 
Anatolia Peninsula has welcomed dozens of cultures, but the Romans and the 
Ottomans left the most lasting footprint. The country can be described as a nation 
of contrasts, boasting a natural, historical and contemporary attractions. From the 
golden shores of the Aegean coast to the rocky outcrops of the Anatolian Plateaus, 
Turkey has the potential to be one of the !nest holiday destinations in Europe.

Outside the main hubs, Turkey still has a lot to explore. Beach lovers will adore 
Oludeniz, while the Aegean region is also home to exciting Roman architecture, 
including the town of Ephesus and the ancient settlements of Aspendos. Also on 
most itineraries is the UNESCO World Heritage listed Mount Nemrut and the 
picturesque terraces of Pamukkale. The latter is often referred to as the Cotton 
Castle, as the terraced slopes are white with cotton plants, yet !lled with 
therapeutic hot spring water. Visitors can also "y or take a train across the country 
to Ani, which contains stunning Armenian ruins.

Istanbul

Highlights of Turkey

ever settlement of humankind dating back to 9000 years ago, 
providing unique evidence of the evolution of prehistoric social 
organisation and cultural practices.



KusadasıCappadocia



DISCOVER    AUSTRIA
Austria has a population of closely 8.5 million people and its capital and 
largest city known as Vienna. Austria has a strong economy with textiles, 
machinery and metallurgical goods; however, the country's most 
signi!cant industry is tourism. Austria is one of the Europe’s most popular 
vacation destinations, attracting visitors in all seasons of the year. Austria 
is home to high mountains including Eastern Alps, which covers the 60 
percent of the territory. The winter in Austria is almost as busy as summer 
in the impressive mountain regions. One of the Europe’s smallest countries, 
Austria, is also the birthplace of the great composer of the Classical era 
named as Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, in Salzburg. The Inn, the Salzach 
and the Enns are the major rivers located north of the watershed of the 
Austrian Alps which make the region more attractive to travelers. There are 
also rivers south of the watershed including the Gail, the Drau, the Mürz 
and the Mur rivers. Your great trip to Austria starts here!

Highlights of Austria

Sacher in Vienna

railway in Innsbruck

down the Arlberg

oldest village in Austria

museum outside Innsbruck

birthplace

Palace outside Vienna

perform at the Spanish Riding School



Vienna



DISCOVER
There is a famous Czech saying, “co ech, to muzikant,” which means 
“every Czech is a musician,” which should give you some insight into the 
wealth of art and culture emanating from this wonderful country. Located 
right in the heart of Central Europe, the Czech Republic suffered a dark 
period prior to the fall of the iron curtain, but has since grown to become 
one of the most visited countries on the continent, with the capital, Prague, 
one of the most popular countries in the world, holding its own alongside 
the likes of London,New York and Tokyo.
Having survived WWII with very little damage to its towns and cities, the 
Czech Republic boasts some of Europe’s !nest medieval towns, forts and 
castles. With so many of the nation’s attractions totally intact and well kept, 
the Czech Republic is a dream destination for history lovers. Prague, in 
particular, is home to a vast number of important edi!ces, most of which are 
located in a small radius within easy walking distance of each other that can 
be explored independently or on a guided tour of the city.

Highlights of Czech Republic

tour of Prague’s romantic Old Town

atmospheric venues, which include ancient churches, historic 
buildings and outdoor theaters

beer, Pilsen

of the oldest and largest fortresses in the world

ruins

West Bohemia’s famous spa resorts

country’s largest national park



Prague



DISCOVER    HUNGARY
Located at the heart of Europe, think about a country having special and 
unique style marks in all aspects. Speci!c characteristics of Hungarian 
language, regional traditions and culture contribute the temptation of this 
idyllic state. Landlocked as its neighbours Austria, Slovakia and Serbia, 
Hungary has numerous World Heritage Sites, UNESCO Biosphere reserves, 

in Central Europe (Lake Balaton).  Yet basic facts can act as an introduction 
into the most important information about this country, its people and its 
history.
Once was a kingdom for many empires for thousands of years, Hungary 
holds a long tradition which travellers can enjoy while exploring this timeless 
beauty. The capital which was called “Queen of Danube” in the past, 
Budapest has a lot to discover such as Danube River which is in UNESCO 
World Heritage Site, Hungarian Parliament, Buda Castle, Gresham Palace, 

Statue and over 80 geothermal springs.

Highlights of Hungary

Danube and Buda Castle

landscape

Hortobagy National Park

at Szentendre

home of the Austrian Hapsburg Empress Elizabeth



Budapest



DISCOVER    SLOVENIA
The mountains, rivers and lakes of Slovenia form a natural playground for 
outdoor entertainment. The nation’s wealth of caves and subterranean 
lakes invites exploration, while above ground three distinct regions of 
vineyards produce a variety of wines to tempt enthusiasts. Whether a 
leisurely stroll to one of Lake Bled’s scenic passes or a strenuous hike to the 
top of Mount Triglav, is more your speed, there’s something for everyone.

Slovenia has a lot of interesting manmade and natural attractions for the 
inquisitive traveler. Slovenia’s checkered history has bestowed upon it a 
legacy of fascinating architecture, ranging from medieval castles to 
Baroque churches and beautifully decorated Secession style buildings.

Highlights of Slovenia

while stepping back in time on the streets of 
Ljubljana’s Old Town

at Radenska

the picturesque Lake Bled.
!kocjan Caves at 

Diva"a

Piran

Waterfall at Triglav National Park

as designated by the Guinness Book of World 
Records



Ljubljana



DISCOVER    POLAND
Poland is home to arguably the world’s most intriguing history. Three times the country 
landed in the hands of another European power, and this was only from the 18th 
century onwards. Despite all this, there is still a prevalent national identity and unique 
culture.
Poland sits in Cental Europe, bordered to the North by the Baltic Sea. It is one of the 
most diverse countries in Europe when it comes to places to see and activities to enjoy. 
Warsaw is the political, commercial and !nancial capital and home to a marvelous Old 
Town that was remakably rebuilt out of the rubble following World War II. Krakow is the 
cultural center of Poland and the former capital. Its central district is a UNESCO World 
Heritage site and worth checking out for a few days.
Poland is one of the most historical countries in Europe and most people begin their tour 
in Warsaw or Krakow. However, few remain in the large cities the entire time as the 
country’s natural landscape is !lled within amazing sites. One of the most unique 
attractions is the sand dunes at the Baltic Coast’s Slowinski National Park. Of course, 
man-made wonders like Auschwitz and the Royal Palace are among the more popular 
landmarks, as well.

Highlights of Poland

Auschwitz

Karkonoski National Park

months

medieval marvels



Warsaw
Krakow



Highlights of Balkans

Old Bazaar, Mustafa Pasha Mosque, the monument of 
Mother Teresa and Daut Pashin Hamam

National Museum

Mosque and Muslibegovic House

Husref Bey Mosque, Gazi Husrev Begova Medresa, 
Morica Han and Vijecnic

DISCOVER    BALKANS
The amazing Balkan Peninsula comprises Albania, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. Croatia, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, and 
Slovenia. Known for its wealth of history, cultural assets and amazing 
cuisine, it will not take a long time before The  Balkans turn into a next 
travel destination. Major cities can be accessed  by plane from the other 
European countries and the driving distances are pretty short with its 
smooth roads. From the untouched Dinaric Alps to the Adriatic, this region 
of Europe has something to offer for everyone’s taste. It is a must-visit and 
highly suggested holiday spot. Visitors can spend many years to explore 
all its numerous historic towns and natural wonders in the Balkans 
Peninsula.



Bosnia and 
Herzegovina



Macedonia Kosovo

DISCOVER    BALKANS
While lately the very word of Balkans may translate to ethnic strife and 
civil wars in people's minds due to the headlines in the last decade of 
20th century,  Balkans, with its rich, though often turbulent history and 
wonderful nature, offers much more than that. Charming multicultural 
towns, impressive monasteries and citadels dotting the hillsides, mighty 
mountains sprinkled with a liberal dose of beautiful forests and pleasant 
lakes, and last but not the least a great folk music tradition - coming off 
both as much joyful and melancholic as it could be - all survived various 
wars, and sometimes suffered a bit from the atrocities. With hundreds of 
kilometres of coastline on both the Adriatic and Black Seas, beachgoers 
will never be disappointed in this region.



Serbia



Montenegro Croatia

DISCOVER    BALKANS



Romania Bulgaria



Albania

DISCOVER    BALKANS



Slovakia



DISCOVER
    U.A.E.
For most people, the United Arab Emirates means just one place: Dubai, 
the sci-!-esque city of iconic skyscrapers, palm-shaped islands, city-sized 
malls, indoor ski slopes and palatial beach resorts. But beyond the glitter 
awaits a diverse mosaic of six more emirates, each with its own character 
and allure.
An hour's drive south, oil-rich Abu Dhabi, the UAE capital, is positioning 
itself as a hub of culture, sport and leisure. Beyond looms the vast Al 
Gharbia region, which is dominated by the northern reaches of the Rub' 
Al Khali desert. Its magical silence is interrupted only by the whisper of 
shifting dunes rolling towards Saudi Arabia.
North of Dubai, Sharjah does art and heritage best, while tiny Ajman and 
Umm Al Quwain provide glimpses of life in the pre-oil days, and Ras Al 
Khaimah snuggles against the mighty Hajar Mountains. To have the best 
for swimming and diving, head across the range to Fujairah to frolic in the 
clear waters of the Gulf of Oman.

Highlights of United Arab Emirates



Abu DhabiDubai



DISCOVER
    JORDAN
Jordan is a kingdom packed with history and culture, full of Roman cities, 
crusader castles and biblical sites. There are also some unmissable natural 
sites, from the beautiful nature reserves and Wadi Rum desert to the 
mineral-rich waters of the Dead Sea and the glittering Red Sea. Holidays 
to Jordan offer surprising variety – whether it’s culture, cuisine, natural 
wonders or relaxation you are looking for, you will !nd it all here.
No visit to Jordan would be complete without visiting the ancient site of 
Petra. Founded in about the sixth century BC as the capital city of the 
Nabataean civilisation, the site has since been settled by the Romans, 
crusaders and the Byzantine empire, all of whom have left churches, 
forti!cations and monuments. However, it is the Nabataean rock-hewn 
remains that are most notable and never fail to inspire. The walk through 
the 1,600-metre-long Siq, a natural corridor through the rock, only 3 
metres wide in places and ending in front of the Treasury, provides one of 
the most memorable moments in Middle East travel. There are also various 
walks throughout the site that reveal hundreds of smaller buildings and 
tombs. Al Beida, or ‘Little Petra’, is a less-visited site 8km away, with 
evidence of habitation by pre-pottery Neolithic humans.

Highlights of Jordan



PetraAmman



Jerusalem

Highlights of Israel

Sleeps, Tel Aviv

DISCOVER
    ISRAEL
Stretching along the eastern Mediterranean coastline and 
pushing down to touch the tip of the Red Sea, Israel and 

layers of history into a relatively small area. 
From the dynamic modern city of Tel Aviv with its vibrant 
nightlife, street cafes and Mediterranean beaches, venture 
north to the biblical sites around the Sea of Galilee, the old 
crusader stronghold of Acre and the terraced gardens of 
Baha’i shrine in the Mediterranean city of Haifa. To the 
south lies the Dead Sea, the desert fortress of Masada and 
the beach resort of Eilat on the Red Sea coast. However, 
the jewel in the crown has to be the ancient city of 
Jerusalem. With monuments sacred to all three major 
monotheistic religions and a history that dates back over 
3,000 years, the city holds a signi!cant status for 
Christians, Jews and Muslims alike.



Tel Aviv Haifa



DISCOVER
    LEBANON
As contradictory and challenging as it is charming, this diminuitive 
Mediterranean nation stands with one bejewelled slipper in the Arab 
world and one Manolo Blahnik planted !rmly in the West. It is a place 
where culture, family and religion are all important.
Home to a world-famous national cuisine, a string of sexy beach resorts 

where the !ery orators and !erce foot soldiers of Hezbollah are based, 
and where scores of Palestinian and Syrian refugees currently shelter. 
Scarred by decades of civil war, yet blessed with magni!cent mountain 
vistas, majestic ancient ruins and a people who are resilient, indomitable 
and renowned for their hospitality, Lebanon rewards the travellers with 
food for thought, a feast for the senses and the stomach. Don’t miss it!

Highlights of Lebanon

Appreciate the vast natural beauty of the Al Shouf Cedar Nature 
Reserve



ByblosBeirut



Esfahan

Highlights of Iran

Mosque, Persepolis and Naqsh-e Rostam, Shahcheragh 

Sheikh Lotfollah Mosque

DISCOVER
    IRAN
Iran is an awe-inspiring mix of striking cities, remarkable scenery and 
archaeological wonders. The country is characterised by great physical 
and climatic differences, from the towering Zagros mountains in the west, 
to the scorched central desert, and down to the southern coast of the 
Persian Gulf. The Iranians are a very welcoming people and as Iran 
remains far from a mainstream tourist destination, many of its !nest sights 
can be explored in relative peace.
Any trip to Iran will bring you into contact with the architectural wonders 
of the ancient world including the tiled mosques of Isfahan, the verdant 
gardens of Shiraz, the ancient Achaemenian capital of Pasargadae, the 

Persepolis. Roll through the country on board a train, visit towns that sit on 
ancient caravan routes and explore the cafes and markets of Tehran.



TehranShiraz



Rabat

Fez & Meknes

Highlights of Kingdom of Morocco
 Start with a sightseeing tour of Casablanca

the United Nations Square, and Habbous Quarter
Ready for departure to Fez, which was an 

intellectual capital of Morocco
Experience Berber villages, towns, Immouzer, 

and Ifranen
Explore Saadiens Tombs, the Koutoubia Mosque, 

the Bahia Palace, Menera and Agdal Gardens

DISCOVER MOROCCO
Morocco is rapidly becoming one of the world’s most sought-after vacation spots. Morocco has 
many signi!cant historical and natural assets with its diverse cultural heritage. It has mix of 
religions and cultures and considered as one of the most liberal countries in North Africa. Moroc-
co’s main cities such as Marrakesh, Essaouira, Fez, and Tetouan are all listed as UNESCO’s 
World Heritage Sites. Marrakesh, the capital of Morrocco, is one of the top attractions of 
travelers and home to Saadian Tombs, Majorelle Gardens, Jemaa el-Fnaa, Medrassa Ben 

is located on the trade route, connecting the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean. It has 
amazing places such as Qarawiyyin Mosque, Saadian Tombs, Medersa Bou Inania, the Mauso-
leum of Moulay Idriss II, Bab Bou Jeloud, Fondouk Nejjarine, and the King’s Palace. Morocco is 
considered as one of the most diplomatically stable countries in North Africa, which has focused 
on the country’s tourism.
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DISCOVER ALGERIA
For the intrepid traveller, adventure awaits in Algeria. A beguiling blend of cultures, 
landscapes and traditions, this vast chunk of land contains everything from tranquil 
!shing ports and bustling cities to the unmatched drama of the Sahara Desert and 
Hoggar Mountains.
As the largest country in Africa, Algeria’s terrain is hugely varied yet underexplored: 

and Roman colonies.
Sometimes called ‘Algiers the White,’ the capital’s bustling showpiece is its 
UNESCO-listed Casbah. This whitewashed medina encompasses both crumbling 
ruins and newly-renovated spaces and is well worth a visit despite its shady reputation 

The ancient port city of Oran has a decidedly European vibe: French colonial 

trading post and it remains one of the busiest ports in North Africa.
The Sahara Desert is Algeria’s de!ning feature and one of its biggest drawing cards. 
It covers more than four-!fths of the country and is the source of myriad myths and 
legends. Nomadic Berbers still live here, eking out traditional lives in dif!cult 
conditions.
The security situation makes independent travel dif!cult in the Sahara, but under the 
guidance of reputable tour operators, travellers can visit attractions such as the oasis 
towns of Ghardia and Timimoun, or venture deep into the heart of the desert to view 
the prehistoric rock art in the Hoggar Mountains and Tassili N’Ajjer National Park. 
The desert is also home to the world’s most remote !lm festival. FiSahara takes place 
annually in the Wilaya of Dakhla, a Western Sahara refugee camp, to highlight the 
plight of the Sahrawi people.
War and tumultuous politics have deterred many from visiting Algeria – rerouting them 
towards Morocco instead – but if you’re looking for a North African destination with a 
difference, this country de!nitely has much to offer.

Highlights of Algeria
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DISCOVER TUNISIA
From broad sweeps of beach overlooked by a tumble of sugar-cube 
houses, to grand ancient ruins and the vast, rolling dunes of the Sahara, 
Tunisia encapsulates everything that’s enticing about North Africa.
Lose yourself in the maze of medina alleyways in Tunis, explore the 
Maghreban mosques of Kairouan and stand on the shimmering salt !ats of 
Chott El Jerid. Tuck into freshly baked brik at a bustling street market, 
pretend to be a Roman gladiator at El Jem’s impressive amphitheatre and 
hoist yourself onto a camel for a trip into the desert.
Traditionally, sun-seeking tourists came to Tunisia for its beaches – lining the 
Mediterranean, the long, rambling coastline is impressive. But while 
modern resorts are perfect for an easy escape, more adventurous travellers 
can explore tiny coastal villages, where "shermen haul in the day’s catch 
on quiet beaches and cobblestone streets lined with blooming 
bougainvillea.

as you sit down at a café after the last notes of the call to prayer have 
faded, or puf"ng on apple-scented shisha as you watch old men play 
dominos. Otherwise, get scrubbed and steamed on a marble slab under the 
tiled domes of a hammam. Or haggle in the souks, sipping glasses of mint 
tea while you barter for the best price. Suf"ce to say the age-old traditions 
of Tunisian life are still alive and well preserved.
Regarded as one of North Africa’s most politically moderate countries, 
Tunisia balances traditional Islamic culture with modern in!uences. Beyond 
the ancient medina, the cities are full of restaurants, cafes and bars, many 
of which have a European air about them.
Though tourism took a hit during the Arab Spring, travellers are returning to 
the country in increasing numbers. The appeal of Tunisia endures.

Highlights of Tunisia

Sahara
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DISCOVER
Egypt is one of the oldest tourist destinations situated in the north-east of Africa with its capital 
located in its largest city, Cairo. Egypt is perhaps famous for the ancient Egyptian civilization, 
mummies, hieroglyphs, temples of Luxor, and some of the world’s famous monuments such as 
Giza pyramids and the Great Sphinx. There are many things to do in Egypt for visitors such as 
diving along the Red Sea coast, going to hot night spots, and enjoying the fabulous dining 
experience, apart from visiting Pyramids and monuments. There are other tourist attractions in 
Egypt, including camel trips in the Sinai Peninsula and visits to the Coptic monasteries. Each city 
has its own unique and fascinating things to experience with its own people, customs, and 
cultural traditions. Bartering for a bargain in Khan al-Khalili bazaar and drinking tea while having 
a long chat with a local will de!nitely thrill you. Enjoy your stay in Egypt!

Cairo

Highlights of Egypt

artifacts from the Pharaonic period

Great Pyramids of Giza, guarded by the Sphinx

temple of Karnak, and the Temple of Queen 
Hatshepsut

last day for an extra cost
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DISCOVER    MALTA
Mediterranean Malta is blessed with some of 
the best weather in Europe, with year round 
temperature averages of 68°F and an average 
of 12 hours of sun a day in July and !ve hours 
in December. This alone is a big draw to the 
islands, which also has a rich history and culture 
to explore.
The walled medieval town of Mdina served as 
the capital for many years before the center of 

year, thousands of tourists are charmed by the 
views, architecture and history of Mdina's old 

different cultures ruling over time have helped 
shape the unique arts, crafts, cuisine, and 
architecture of the island nation. From ancient 
temples to Baroque cathedrals, there are plenty 
of fascinating places for visitors to see.

are home to a lion’s share of Malta’s attractions 
ranging from medieval streets and palaces to 
Baroque churches such as the cathedrals of St 
John and St Paul. However, Malta’s history goes 
back even further, as evidenced by the truly 
ancient Hypogeum at Paola and the megalithic 
temples at Qrendi.

Highlights of Malta

Mnajdra Ancient Megalithic Temples

Casa Rocca Piccola

many wrecks

Carnival





DISCOVER
    RUSSIA
Russia is a diverse country offering a wide range of tourist attractions to foreign 
travelers. Russia is a transcontinental country and the largest country in the 
world, covering considerable part of northeastern and eastern Europe and the 
whole of northern Asia. The oldest mountains in the world, the Urals, and the 
deepest lake on earth, Lake Baikal are both located in Russia. It is also home to 
the largest lake in Europe, Ladoga, and the largest active volcano known as 

offering travelers to visit some of the old Russian cities along the river. Moscow 
and St. Petersburg are the most traveled cities in Russia without any doubt. The 
Moscow Kremlin is the biggest middle-age fortress in the world. On the other 
hand, St. Petersburg has over 200 museums, numerous theaters and fountains 
which makes the city attractive to visitors. Traveling around Russian towns can 
be as enjoyable as Moscow and St. Petersburg. As for the culture, many objects 
of interest such as architectural building, museums, and palaces will allow 
visitors to feel the charm, ambiance, and beauty that Russia has to offer. Russia 

tours, skiing resorts, and !shing, which de!nitely attracts the extreme fans. It is a 
gorgeous and hospitable country with a large tourist potential, offering its 
beautiful touristic places to visit.visit.

Highlights of Russia

Museum, and Lenin’s Mausoleum

of the Christ the Savior

Complex, Triumphal Arch, Kutuzov Avenue, New Arbat, 
Boulevard ring, Pushkin square, and Tverskaya street

Petersburg

the Saviour on the spilled blood, St Isaac's Cathedral in 
St Petersburg

as Tsarskoe Selo's best attraction



St.PetersburgMoscow
St. Basil’s Cathedral

Moscow 
Underground



DISCOVER
    AZERBAIJAN
Selling itself as the 'Land of Fire', Azerbaijan is a tangle of contradictions 
and contrasts. Neither Europe nor Asia, it's a nexus of ancient historical 
empires, but also a ‘new’ nation rapidly transforming itself with a 
super-charged gust of petro-spending.
The cosmopolitan capital, Baku, rings a Unesco-listed ancient core with 
dazzling 21st-century architecture and sits on the oil-rich Caspian Sea. In 
the surrounding semi-desert, are the mud volcanoes and curious !re 

clad in lush orchards and backed by the soaring Great Caucasus 
mountains are a dramatic contrast. In most of such places, foreigners 
remain a great rarity, but in return for a degree of linguistic dexterity, you'll 
!nd a remarkable seam of hospitality. And a few rural outposts – from 
village homestays to glitzy ski- and golf-hotels – there is odd English 
speaker to assist travellers.

Highlights of Azerbaijan

Tower, Taza Bazaar, and Shirvanshahs’ Palace

near Georgia and to see the lovely Sheki, which is well 
known for the Silk Road, great cuisine and friendly locals

one of Azerbaijan’s holiest animist areas

Persian mountain range. It’s also an excellent hiking 
destination.

"ames

Zoroastrianism and to witness ritual dances

!nds

site of the petroglyphs from the Bronze and Stone ages



Baku
Icheri Sheher
Flame Towers



DISCOVER
    UKRAINE
Ukraine, a country of some 45 million people, is wedged between Central 
Europe and Russia. Once a part of the Soviet Union, Ukraine became an 
independent republic in 1990. The Crimean Peninsula, which juts into the 
Black Sea in the far eastern end of the country, is an autonomous 
republic—largely populated by ethnic Russians who speak Russian rather 
than Ukrainian—but still part of Ukraine. Three ports in the Crimea, 

included on many Black Sea cruise itineraries.

Highlights of Ukraine

Monastery in Kiev

Upper and Lower towns

its boulevard of beauties

Donetsk

of Lviv’s UNESCO World Heritage old town

minister, and dictator met at the cliff-top Livadia 

Celebrate with the locals in the capital on Kiev Day



OdesaKyiv
St Sophia Cathedral 
Caves Monastery



Highlights of India

lotus-shaped Baha’i House of Worship

Ajanta

stations in Tamil Naidu

DISCOVER
    INDIA
India has simultaneously been described as the “Land of Prayers”, the “Land of 
Mystery” and “Land of Contrasts,” all apt named descriptions of a nation that 
prompted Queen Mary to declare, “When I die, India will be found engraved on 
my heart.” The country’s vast geography, long history and diverse culture has 
fascinated and inspired inquisitive minds, writers and artists for decades. The rich 
cuisine, religious architecture and natural beauty are tempered by poverty, pollution 

many travelers returning again and again.

Natural and manmade wonders combine to offer unique experiences hiking the 
Himalayan hills or cruising the backwaters of coastal Kerala by boat. India’s long 
past is inscribed all over the countryside in the form of UNESCO World Heritage 
listed temples, painted caves and medieval forts. India also boasts some of the 
world’s leading architectural wonders such as the iconic Taj Mahal and the 
!ower-shaped Lotus Temple. Their land and marine reserves are home to a diverse 
range of fascinating creatures including tigers, elephants and whale sharks.

Taj Mahal in 
Agra



Jaipur
Rajasthan’s capital

Amber Fort 

New Delhi
Old Delhi



DISCOVER
    GEORGIA
From its green valleys spread with vineyards to its old churches and 
watchtowers perched in fantastic mountain scenery, Georgia is one of the 
most beautiful countries on earth and a marvellous canvas for walkers, 
horse riders, cyclists, skiers, rafters and travellers of every kind. Equally 
special are its proud, high-spirited, cultured people: Georgia claims to be 
the birthplace of wine, and this is a place where guests are considered 
blessings and hospitality is the very stuff of life.

A deeply complicated history has given Georgia a wonderful heritage of 
architecture and arts, from cave cities to ancient cathedrals to the 
inimitable canvases of Pirosmani. Tbilisi, the capital, is still redolent of an 
age-old Eurasian crossroads. But this is also a country moving forward in 
the 21st century, with spectacular contemporary buildings, a minimal 
crime rate and ever-improving facilities for the visitors who are a growing 
part of its future.

Tbilisi
Mtkvari River

Narikala Fortress

Highlights of Georgia

a half day city tour.

museum, the famous Bridge of Peace and Park, 
Turtle Lake, Sameba Holy Trinity Cathedral and 
many more.

tempting ancient capital of Georgia, which was 
also considered as an important religious centre.

monuments such as Svetitskhoveli Cathedral and 
Jvari Monastery in Mtskheta.



Stepantsminda
or KazbegiKakheti



DISCOVER
    ARMENIA
Notoriously the political playground of several ancient empires, Armenia 
has managed to shake off its turbulent history to be able to provide tourists 
a unique and enriching travel experience. Known as the Caucasian Tiger, 
Armenia has far more to offer than most people realize.

Home to some of the world’s most interesting and unique structures, 
heritage sites and natural beauty, Armenia is a veritable feast for the eyes. 
With ancient cathedrals, intriguing museums and breathtaking canyons 
there’s plenty to do here. The country’s mountainous terrain lends itself to 
an abundance of outdoor activities and from skiing and caving to !shing 
and trekking, Armenia is becoming the go-to destination for adventure 
travelers.

Satan’s Bridge
Sergei Parajanov 

Museum

Highlights of Armenia

Bridge

Tsaghkunyats

Brandy Company

Lake Sevan

aptly-named Barbeque Street





TERMS & CONDITIONS
in no way be used for comparison of prices with other parties

RATES: All rates are in US $ and EURO respectively as 

speci!ed, and taxes are included. Rates are based on current 

tax rates.

BOOKING: Normally bookings should be made no later than 

14 days prior to travel dates. Late bookings will require written 

veri!cation from a Dorak Tours agent, and prices may vary as a 

result of late bookings.

Tours may specify certain information be on the forms in order 

that the vouchers are recognized by local suppliers.

days prior to client arrival for FIT’s, for private group bookings 

be required at the time of con!rmation or latest 21 days prior 

schedule will cause cancellation of the booking unless 

authorization for later payment is made in writing from Dorak 

Tours.

CANCELLATIONS for Escorted Tours: Notice of cancellation 

must be made in written directly to Dorak Tours. The following 

scale of charges will apply when cancellation notice occurs 

within 14 days of tour departure. 

Cancellation policy for private group tours may vary depending 

on the used hotels’ booking and payment policies.

REFUNDS: All requests for refunds must be made in written 

through Dorak Tours Int’l within seven days after completing 

travel. Once travel begins, any changes made by the traveller 

are the responsibility of the traveller and must be paid for on the 

spot. Once travel has begun, no refunds can be made for 

unused portions of any tour or service.

sightseeing and transfers after that the following chart of revision 

fees will be applied. Changes that affect inventory such as air 

or hotel spaces may result in cancellation at the discretion of 

Dorak Tours Int’l. Ticket change fees and cancellation fees can 

result and are the responsibility of the traveller. Revision policy 

for private group tours may vary depending on the used hotels’ 

booking and payment policies.

making arrangements for the tour services offered in the 

attached programs to include transportation, sightseeing and 

hotel accommodations. The carriers, hotels and other suppliers 

providing tour services are independent contractors and are not 

agents, employees, servants, or joint ventures of Dorak Tours or 

its af!liates. Airline alternative equipment and routings are 

subject to change by the

Airline or the Operator and will not result in any refunds. Flight 

delays and changes are unfortunate, but are an inherent risk of 

air travel and are therefore outside the control and responsibility 

of Dorak Tours. All certi!cates and other travel documents for 

travel services issued by Dorak Tours are subject to the terms 

and conditions speci!ed by the supplier and to the laws of the 

countries in which the services are supplied. If the services 

included in the tour cannot be supplied or if there are changes 

in an itinerary for

reasons beyond the control of Dorak Tours, the company will 

arrange for provision of comparable services. Dorak Tours 

reserves the right to accept or reject any person as a tour 

participant, to expel any tour participant from the tour, to make 

changes in the itinerary or services whenever the company 

deems it necessary to the comfort, convenience or safety of the 

tour participants, and to cancel a tour at any time. If Dorak Tours 

cancels a tour, the company has no responsibility beyond the 

refund of moneys paid to the company. The tour participant 

agrees that neither Dorak Tours nor its af!liates shall be liable for 

any damage or loss including

personal injury, death, property loss, delay, change in air 

services, sickness, strike, war, quarantine, weather, upset, 

disappointment, inconvenience, or expense occasioned by any 

act or omission of any supplier or person providing tour services. 

Also, Dorak Tours is not responsible for failure of clients to follow 

instructions given in travel documents including, but not limited 

to, check-in and check-out times and baggage handling, and 

failure to obtain required documentation such as passports, 

visas and health certi!cates where required. In the above cases, 

travellers will not be entitled to any refund. Only Dorak Tours 

representatives, who posses written authority to do so, may vary, 

add or waive any term or condition in this contract, to include 

terms or conditions set forth in the preceding provisions.

Any legal proceedings against Dorak Tours must be instituted 

only in a federal or state court located in Istanbul Turkey, and 

such claim will be decided using the laws of the state of Turkey. 

Any legal proceeding against the company must commence no 

later than one year after the travel services have been 

completed.

AIRLINE CLAUSE: Concerned airlines and their agents and 

af!liates are not to be held responsible for any act, occurrence, 

or events during the time passengers are not on board their 

aircraft. The passenger ticket constitutes the sole contract 

between the airlines and purchaser of these tickets and/or 

passengers.

SMOKING: There is no smoking permitted in vehicles operated 

by Dorak Tours. Frequent stops are made so that smoke breaks 

may be taken outside vehicles.

until return home. Please contact the destination countries 

nearest consulate for updated details on visa requirements.

Costs of visas and border crossing fees are the responsibility of 

the traveller.

OTHER ITEMS: All commission is based on the tour company 

their brochure and/or web site All escorted tour payments 

some FIT or group bookings, Dorak Tours may ask for a Tour 

Operator deposit. Services for which payment has not been 

received will not be provided by Dorak Tours . Tour Operators 

agree to the Dorak Tours “Responsibility” section of the Terms 

and Conditions; Tour Operators cannot offer reduced rates 

other than Dorak Tours’ published rates. Tour Operators cannot 

modify the itinerary, change the hotel list, or mislead clients 

concerning services offered in Regular / Seat-In-Coach Tours

Dorak Tour

Bab-ı Ali Cad. No:3 Ca"alo"lu #stanbul

Phone +90.212.231 66 93

Fax +90.212.232 13 48

www.dorak.com
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